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 Conflict&Security

 Right Intentions, Wrong Approaches

 The Response to North Korea's Human "Wrongs" Problem

 Balbina Y. Hwang

 Nothing seems to engender more impassioned debate than
 asking the question "how do you solve a problem like North
 Korea?" Yet, of the numerous and complex issues that com-
 prise the "North Korean problem," probably none is as
 vexing as the country's atrocious human rights record. How
 to resolve this challenge remains one of the most polarized,
 politically sensitive, and intractable issues in the international
 diplomatic arena. One reason for the lack of tangible progress
 in furthering the human rights agenda with North Korea (or
 the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, DPRK) is the
 bifurcation of the problem into either very narrow or specific
 issues, or an all- encompassing one. Rather than tackling spe-
 cific issues, this binary approach effectively paralyzes policies
 within the broader debate on how to solve the entire North

 Korea problem. Complicating the issue further is the domi-
 nation of a highly moralistic rhetoric that commandeers the
 parameters of policy dialogue regarding North Korea.

 This dynamic has led to the over-politicization of policies
 towards that country and has severely crippled the ability of
 many governments to implement practical policies, resulting
 in schizophrenic efforts that sometimes produce unintended
 and adverse consequences. Tragically, the end result has at
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 times adversely affected the people of
 North Korea, the very people whom
 these policies purportedly were intended
 to help. This article attempts to address
 policy-making deficiencies in addressing
 the North Korean human rights prob-
 lem by disentangling the agglomeration
 of issues that have confounded previous
 efforts and analyzing the constraints and
 impediments that have produced inef-
 fective policies to date. It concludes with
 suggestions for a new approach.

 Constraints on Furthering a
 Human Rights Agenda. The
 deplorable state of human rights in the
 D PRK is so well recognized that one
 might as well call the human rights prob-
 lem a "human wrongs" problem.1 Yet,
 policy priorities toward the D PRK have
 focused almost exclusively on securi-
 ty challenges, in particular the nuclear
 issue.2 The North's tolerance for high-
 risk threats and actions- including mis-
 sile launches, two nuclear tests, and a

 number of military clashes with South
 Korea - have prioritized security issues
 over human rights issues. The neces-
 sity of doing so was further reinforced
 by the 9/11 attacks, which elevated the
 risk of proliferating weapons of mass
 destruction (WMD) materials to terror-
 ist groups or states. Indeed, the unex-
 pected attacks on September II contrib-
 uted greatly to a fundamental shift in the
 Bush administration's initial prioritiza-
 tion of human rights in its foreign pol-
 icy stance; after the 200I attacks, North
 Korea's security threats emanating from
 its illicit nuclear program became the
 overwhelming focus. When, in 2003, a
 formal process for negotiations on the
 nuclear issue was finally established with
 the six- party talks, the topic of human

 rights was effectively removed from the
 regional agenda, as the DPRK refused
 to engage on any security issue if human
 rights were also a topic of discussion.
 The Obama administration has appeared
 to embrace the same six-party talks
 framework, which effectively means that
 human rights will remain subordinate
 to the nuclear issue as a policy priority.

 Although human rights issues have
 often played a secondary role to the
 achievement of national security objec-
 tives, they have oftentimes represented
 a critical component in U.S. foreign
 policy formulation. Indeed, choosing
 to prioritize national security interests
 over human rights issues has emerged
 as a moral dilemma for every modern
 American president who, once in office,
 is confronted with the reality of having to

 balance complex regional dynamics that
 cloud moral clarity. In northeast Asia in
 particular, differing national priorities
 regarding the Korean peninsula are the
 fundamental cause of ineffective poli-
 cies and the security stalemate that has
 endured for over half a century.

 South Korea (or the Republic of
 Korea, ROK) has remained a staunch
 U.S. ally since the Korean War. Bilateral
 relations between the two allies, how-

 ever, have not always been smooth, par-
 ticularly in the last twenty years during
 both the first nuclear crisis (1993-1994)
 and the current one (2002 - present).
 American presidents have found them-
 selves at odds with South Korean lead-

 ers regarding policies to address North
 Korea's nuclear threat. Perhaps because
 the ROK has spent the past sixty-two
 years as an independent republic in the
 shadow of imminent military attack from
 the North, the South' s national priority
 has unequivocally focused on preventing
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 another outbreak of armed conflict and

 ultimately reunifying with the North
 under peaceful means.3 The D PRK' s
 pursuit of nuclear weapons, however,
 altered fundamentally the ROK' s tradi-
 tional threat calculus by making it more
 vulnerable not only to an entirely new
 level of North Korean attack but also

 to the repercussions of any regional
 or international attempts to alter the
 DPRK's nuclear status. Regardless of
 whether military force is used, any
 precipitous change in the status of the
 North Korean regime - either its dis-
 integration or its strengthening- would
 produce grave and overwhelming chal-
 lenges for the South, such as the exor-
 bitant economic, social, and political
 costs of absorbing a sudden collapse
 of the North. Thus, ROK policy and
 public mentality have shifted from that
 of singular, hard-line containment and
 isolation to a looser "Sunshine Policy"
 of engagement and cooperation with the
 North.

 Similar ideological shifts occurred in
 Washington over the years, but they did
 not coincide with changes in Seoul,
 weakening the effectiveness of North
 Korea policy and leading to serious
 political rifts that at times jeopardized
 the alliance itself. The Sunshine Policy
 also had a lasting effect on the human
 rights issue in the South. President Kim
 Dae Jung (1998-2003) received the
 Nobel Peace Prize in large part for his
 life -long struggle as a dissident working
 to promote civil liberties and democratic
 rule in South Korea. Yet ironically, one
 of the hallmarks of his Sunshine Policy
 was to purposefully mute any discussion
 of North Korean human rights issues
 so as to prevent any DPRK objections
 and to keep engagement between the

 two countries alive. Instead, Kim chose
 to narrow South Korean focus on the

 singular priority of promoting family
 reunions of divided families, calling this
 the most pressing item on the ROK's
 human rights agenda.

 America's other critical ally in north-
 east Asia, Japan, has also proven to
 be a tentative partner over the years.
 Tokyo remained a cautious but ner-
 vous bystander during the first nucle-
 ar crisis in the I990s» worried more
 about its exclusion from a policymaking
 process that might leave Japan saddled
 with a large fiscal responsibility than a
 desire for direct involvement. Japan's
 threat perception of the DPRK changed
 dramatically, however, when North
 Korea test-fired a long-range missile
 over Japanese airspace in August 1998.
 Since then, Japanese security concerns
 about the North Korean threat became

 inadvertently hijacked by the abductee
 issue in September 2002, when North
 Korea's role in the kidnapping of a
 number of Japanese citizens decades
 earlier came to light. Since then, public
 outrage essentially has dominated almost
 the entirety of Japanese debate on North
 Korea, and it continues to severely con-
 strain Tokyo's ability to act flexibly or
 responsively to any changing circum-
 stances surrounding the DPRK. This has
 produced tension and friction between
 the two allies as well as relations with

 the ROK, and has weakened the overall

 position of all three countries vis-à-vis
 North Korea.4

 Of the six countries involved in the six-

 party process, Russia's interests regard-
 ing North Korea are perhaps the most
 uncertain. Russia's role has remained

 largely ancillary although important,
 given its long and close relationship with
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 the D PRK, its nuclear power status, and
 its seat on the United Nations (UN)
 Security Council. While Russia clearly
 prefers a non-nuclear North Korea, a
 number of highly contentious bilateral
 issues between Moscow and Washington
 in recent years have made cooperation in
 the six-party talks fragile at best.5 On the
 specific issue of human rights, Russia is
 already the target of international criti-
 cism for its own abuses, particularly vio-
 lence against journalists and suppression
 of other civil liberties. Thus, Moscow is

 North Korea, or a collapsed North
 Korea leading to a strong and unified
 Korea under a democratic system domi-
 nated by the South- pose alternative,
 but equally disturbing, challenges for
 China. Thus, China has resisted pres-
 sure from the international commu-

 nity to exert its own influence on North
 Korea in a manner that might lead to a
 collapse of the regime, such as cutting
 off desperately needed energy supplies
 or economic assistance, or by enforcing
 sanctions.

 Unauthorized departure from the dprk
 is considered a high offense by the state, and
 violators are subject to the harshest punish-
 ment, including often the death penalty.

 unlikely to encourage closer scrutiny of
 abuses in North Korea, as it could also

 draw further unwanted scrutiny of its
 own policies or on the use of conscripted
 North Korean labor in Russian timber

 camps.
 In contrast to Russia, China's role in

 resolving the nuclear issue with North
 Korea was designated as the most crucial
 early in the process. As North Korea's
 closest ally and the last remaining life-
 line for the struggling country, China's
 position has grown increasingly delicate,
 as pressure has mounted for Beijing to
 use its limited but nevertheless relatively
 large leverage over Pyongyang. China's
 ultimate dilemma is that, while it, too,

 certainly prefers a non-nuclear North
 Korea, its primary objective is to main-
 tain stability in the region. Changes to
 the status quo on the Peninsula- whether
 it is an overly aggressive and strong

 Defining Human Rights Issues.
 China's role in the human rights prob-
 lems associated with North Korea pres-
 ents a particular challenge, and in part
 this is due to a lack of defining or differ-
 entiating the problem into categories that
 are essential for effective policy prescrip-
 tions. China's own human rights issues
 have remained a major area of conten-
 tion between Beijing and Washington.
 Yet, China's treatment of North Korean

 refugees is also a target of special scru-
 tiny by the international community.
 Unauthorized departure from the DPRK
 is considered a high offense by the state,
 and violators are subject to the harshest
 punishment, including often the death
 penalty. Despite its status as a signatory
 to the 1951 UN Convention Relating
 to the Status of Refugees and the 1967
 Protocol intended to ensure protection
 for displaced persons in a foreign coun-
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 try, China does not recognize North
 Koreans as "refugees," instead deeming
 them "economic migrants." It has con-
 sistently followed a policy of "refoule-
 ment," or forcibly returning any North
 Koreans caught back to the DPRK.6
 The UN High Commission on Refugees
 (UNHCR) has pleaded for greater access
 to exercise its mandate to protect the
 refugees and for Beijing to reconsider
 its refoulement policy, but China has
 consistently rejected these pleas.7

 China's unwavering position is based
 on practical and political calculations
 that are arguably justifiable. The real-
 ity is that many North Koreans flee-
 ing into China do so not necessar-
 ily because they want to abandon their
 home country permanently but because
 desperate circumstances, including lack
 of food resources, compel them to seek
 economic opportunities unavailable at
 home. Thus, Beijing's defense of clas-
 sifying North Koreans as "economic
 migrants" rather than "refugees" has
 some merit, although there are certainly
 those who qualify as the latter because
 they seek political asylum and protection
 from a repressive government at home.
 Moreover, China fears that any for-
 mal acceptance of North Korean refu-
 gees not only risks upsetting its delicate
 political relationship with Pyongyang,
 but it also- and perhaps more signif-
 icantly-serves to act as a magnet that
 would unleash a flood of North Korean

 asylum seekers. This exodus from the
 DPRK would weaken the North Korean

 regime to the point of instability, as well
 as establish a dangerous precedent that
 could potentially create a tsunami of
 refugees from China's many neighbors
 along its southern border, including
 Bhutan, Laos, Burma, and Vietnam,

 whose ethnic conflicts at home have cre-

 ated their own refugee populations.
 However, regardless of the clear

 political costs to China of ending its
 refoulement policy, the practice remains
 unequivocally objectionable, both mor-
 ally and within the parameters of inter-
 national standards and practices. The
 international community's inability to
 effect change has in part remained ham-
 pered by the tendency to sweep all chal-
 lenges facing North Koreans into the
 singular issue of North Korea's "human
 rights problems," and to demand broad
 improvement across the board. Thus, it
 is critical to distinguish between human
 rights abuses suffered by North Koreans
 outside of the DPRK and the abuses

 of those who remain inside the coun-

 try's borders to realize a meaningful
 improvement of conditions, rather than
 the mere establishment of a platform for
 moral criticism.

 The seeming lack of U.S. policy atten-
 tion to the North Korean human rights
 issue was the impetus behind the passage
 of the North Korean Human Rights Act
 (NKHRA), passed by the U.S. Congress
 in 2004- The reality, however, is that,
 aside from calling attention to the prob-
 lem and urging improvements, there is
 very little that the government can do
 inside a society as closed as the DPRK.
 Nevertheless, the government can do
 more to assist North Koreans outside

 the D PRK' s borders. In this regard,
 the U.S. government has actually done
 far more than it is given credit for by
 working quietly with third countries to
 improve protection of refugees and to
 provide safe passage to South Korea for
 resettlement. In part, this is because
 the U.S. government cannot publicly
 acknowledge its actions, because drawing
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 publicity to certain programs would only
 jeopardize their implementation and
 undermine their success.

 The Ideological Iron Trap.
 Perhaps the single greatest impediment
 to achieving comprehensive progress
 in improving conditions for the North
 Korean people is that the "North Korea
 problem" as a policy issue is ensnared
 within the iron-fisted grip of an ideo-
 logical trap. Since the end of the Cold
 War, it has remained the tendency of the
 United States and other Western coun-

 tries to approach countries or regimes
 deemed "rogue" or "problematic"
 through an ideological prism guided by
 a highly refined sense of morality. While
 human rights issues necessarily entail
 the acknowledgement of moral prin-
 ciples, a rigidly ideological assessment of
 a regime's actions against its own citizens
 prevents the full application of a wide
 range of policy options that might oth-
 erwise produce meaningful and tangible
 improvements in human rights.

 Thus, the entire weight of the policy
 debate guiding U.S. policy toward North
 Korea has centered on a singular ideo-
 logical fulcrum: whether North Korea
 should be punished (contained) for its
 bad behavior or rewarded (engaged) if
 it can somehow be coaxed into exhibit-

 ing good behavior. Due to the fact that
 ideological paradigms only provide two
 opposing alternatives, the policy choices
 have bounced back and forth between

 the merits or demerits of an either/or

 policy: "naming and shaming" immoral
 behavior to produce enough pressure to
 crush rogue regimes into submission, or
 engaging these regimes with the hope that
 enough exposure and interaction with
 the more ethical standards of the outside

 world will cause the regime to change
 its own behavior. Neither approach has
 proven effective with the recalcitrant and
 resilient DPRK regime.

 Yet, even those who reject the con-
 tainment/engagement dichotomy as
 ineffective end up unwittingly making
 arguments that are embedded in a type
 of default ideology: analogical reason-
 ing. This is a dynamic in which policy-
 makers tend to rely on lessons learned
 from historical experience to inform
 how they should respond to contempo-
 rary events.8 The power of these argu-
 ments derives from the empirical success
 of the collapse of the Soviet Union and
 the rest of the iron curtain bloc. Because
 increased access to outside informa-

 tion by a suppressed people is a widely
 accepted cause of the USSR's collapse,
 the analogous conclusion for North
 Korea is that penetration of that society
 at every level through an inundation of
 outside information is the only means of
 ensuring a collapse of the regime from
 within.9

 Notably, in the case of North Korea,
 no matter which side of the ideological
 spectrum one's views are based, each
 tends to agree that once outside infor-
 mation flows into the North, it is not

 only irreversible but can also produce
 only one, positive outcome: the dis-
 integration of the current system and
 its inevitable replacement with a more
 open, free, and prosperous society.
 While this view may carry with it a certain

 moral authority and the full weight of a
 powerful historical example to support
 it, it is a mistake to assume that North

 Korea necessarily will follow a similar
 path. Alternative views are necessary that
 caution against relying too much on
 these assumptions.

 [56] Georgetown Journal of International Affairs
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 Conclusion. So what then, if any- |
 thing, can help improve the conditions
 for North Koreans? The prospects for
 achieving tangible improvements are not
 as hopeless as it may seem, but it will
 require stepping outside the ideological
 box, targeting realistic goals, and work-
 ing toward practical solutions focused
 singularly on the North Korean people
 rather than other moral or political
 objectives. This is not to say that moral-
 ity and politics are unimportant, or that
 they should not play a role. Indeed,
 quite the opposite is true: all nations
 should unequivocally pledge their moral
 commitment to universal standards for

 all humans and insist on full compli-
 ance. Moreover, the political arena is
 the primary forum in which they should
 establish these standards and objectives.

 redirect their efforts in this regard
 toward working with the regime on non-
 punitive assistance targeted exclusively
 on improving conditions for North
 Korean citizens. The North Korean

 regime has absolutely no incentive to
 improve conditions if the result is self-
 jeopardizing; indeed, it has every reason
 to resist such improvements for the
 very reason of self-preservation. For
 example, while demands that the regime
 open its political concentration camps to
 international inspections, as well as the
 insistence on their immediate closure,

 may be morally justified, such efforts
 have zero percent chance of succeeding.
 Rather, the international community
 should consistently call for the regime
 to reconsider its policy of imprisoning
 extended families of political prisoners

 Efforts should focus on the most urgent
 needs in the places and communities in which
 they can achieve quickly the most good.

 Outside the political arena, govern-
 ments must work more closely with each
 other, as well as with non -governmental
 organizations (NGOs) and groups, to
 improve coordination and efficiency.
 Efforts should focus on the most urgent
 needs in the places and communities in
 which they can achieve quickly the most
 good. In the case of North Korea, an
 optimal strategy would focus attention
 upon those North Koreans outside the
 country who are at greatest risk. The
 greater challenge is how to affect con-
 ditions within North Korean borders.

 Demands placed on the DPRK regime
 have proven ineffectual and often coun-
 terproductive. Instead, actors should

 and urge the release of young children
 and old or infirmed prisoners; doing so
 poses no real direct threat to the regime
 or political stability, and would actually
 benefit the regime by garnering praise
 from the international community at
 very little cost.

 In order to implement these types
 of strategies, one difficult and even
 distasteful prerequisite exists: the inter-
 national community will have to set
 aside moral objections to working with,
 instead of against, a repugnant regime.
 This will remain a difficult challenge
 to overcome and requires a loosening
 of the ideological grip that has so long
 dominated the debate. Another hurdle

 Summer/Fall 20I0 [57]
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 to delivering humanitarian assistance in
 North Korea is a lack of monitoring.
 Historically, outside efforts at engag-
 ing in humanitarian projects in North
 Korea have remained frustrated by the
 fear that assistance is diverted for the

 regime's own use rather than reaching
 the intended targets. As small programs
 have recently proven, however, it is pos-
 sible to insist on and achieve satisfactory
 monitoring standards through patience
 and resolve by proving to the recipients
 that no ulterior political motives exist.10
 An additional key component to the
 success of this strategy is a long-term
 commitment; failure to stay committed
 to the programs for the long haul will
 tragically beget greater adverse conse-
 quences in the future.

 Finally, the international public-
 both individuals and NGOs- should

 pause for a period of sober and objec-
 tive self- reflection and re -evaluation of

 the effect of their actions and campaigns
 regarding North Korea. Public atten-
 tion and focus on the horrors of North

 Korean human rights abuses is criti-
 cal; for too long, these crimes against
 humanity were ignored. However, the
 international community should real-
 ize that sometimes the attention could

 prove counter-productive and even lead
 to worse conditions if they are allowed
 to turn into hostages to ideological or
 political goals. Civil society-government
 cooperation and trust is critical in this
 regard; too often, NGOs and govern-
 ments, ostensibly on the same side,
 have wasted energy battling each other.
 Ultimately one must not lose sight of
 what matters most: improving condi-
 tions for the people of North Korea.

 NOTES

 I Even with very little outside access to the country,
 testimonials regarding serious abuses by the regime
 against its own citizens is long and includes rigid
 control over the daily lives of citizens; extrajudicial
 killings; arbitrary detentions; maintenance of vast
 political prisons and labor camps (estimated to hold
 100,000 to 200,000 prisoners) and torture of pris-
 oners; and use of food as a political tool, resulting in
 widespread malnutrition and famine. See the annual
 U.S. State Department's Human Rights Report; the latest
 was published on 25 February 2009 (http://www.state.
 gov/ g/ drl/ r ls/hr rpt/ 2 O O 8/eap/l 1 9 O 4 3 . htm) .

 2 For details on the unfolding of the North
 Korean nuclear issue in the 1990s, see Mitchell
 Reiss, Bridled Ambition (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins
 University Press, 1995); and for a detailed account of
 the more recent issues, please see Yoichi Funabashi,
 The Peninsula Question: A Chronicle of the Second Korean Nuclear
 Crisis (Washington, D.C.: Brookings University Press,
 2007).

 3 Note that the Korean War, which began on 25
 June 1950 with the North's invasion of the South,
 has not been officially concluded; the cease-fire that
 has prevailed since 27 July 1953 has been under an
 armistice agreement and has yet to be replaced with a
 permanent peace treaty ending hostilities between the
 two countries.

 4 For a detailed account, see Funabashi, The
 Peninsula Question.

 5 During the Bush -Putin years, a number of issues
 caused a great deal of friction, such as American mis-
 sile defense systems, Russian disputes with Ukraine

 and Georgia, and Russia's aggressive stance toward
 NATO.

 6 Please see the UN Convention Relating to the
 Status of Refugees (1951) and Protocol (1967). Note
 that, over the years, enforcement of refoulement has
 waxed and waned, presumably responding either to
 the state of political relations between Beijing and
 Pyongyang or to specific domestic developments in
 China. For example, in the months preceding the
 Beijing Olympics in 2008, Chinese patrols along the
 border were increased, as were the numbers of forced
 repatriations to North Korea. See "North Korea
 Human Rights Act Does Little to Help Refugees in
 China," Korea Herald, 30 December 2005.

 7 The UNHCR is the agency charged with main-
 taining and enforcing the Convention and Protocol
 on Refugees. Although it has a small office in Beijing,
 its access to the border region is limited, and its
 remote location from the border means that gaining
 physical access to the office by North Koreans is a
 dangerous and daunting endeavor.

 8 For an interesting application of analogical rea-
 soning, see Aidan Hehir, "The Impact of Analogical
 Reasoning on U.S. Foreign Policy in Kosovo /'Journal
 of Peace Research 43. no. I (2006): 67-81.

 9 Andrei Lankov is one analyst who is well associ-
 ated with this view. See "Staying Alive," Foreign Affairs
 (March/April 2008) and "Changing North Korea,"
 Foreign Affairs (November/December 2009).

 IO These include food aid programs, as well some
 medical assistance and agricultural enhancement pro-
 grams.
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